The new and innovative LuxFeel acoustic ﬂooring system.
That will help reduce impact noise pollution.
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Proudly Australian Owned

Acoustic Flooring
Our mission is to assist in reducing impact noise pollution, a common day-to-day discomfort experienced
throughout Australia, while delivering the ultimate LuxFeel comfort.
We are committed to creating innovative, stylish and practical Acoustic Flooring products through a wealth of
experience in the ﬂooring industry.

The Acoustic Flooring team have created the innovative Acoustic LuxFeel.
We are the ﬁrst to market this unique product in Australia.

2mm Underlay
We are the ﬁrst company in Australia to bring you the only certiﬁed 2 in 1 acoustic ﬂooring system.
If it doesnt have our custom red and blue backing and visible built-in white acoustic underlay, then it’s not
certiﬁed
ﬂooring.
Our Acoustic Underlay is an extremely resilient 2mm thick PVC foam composite acoustic underlay,
manufactured from part recycled material and virgin PVC, prefabricated and factory dual bonded with the
3mm
plank, providing acoustic insulation to ﬂoors and assisting in the reduction of noise pollution.
The 2-in-1 Acoustic LuxFeel has been tried and tested to adhere to the BCA requirements F5.3(a), for Class 2
and 3 buildings.
Underlay Thickness: 2mm
Material: PVC Foam Composite
Loose Lay Thickness: 3mm
Acoustic LuxFeel Total Thickness: 5mm
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Product Breakdown
PU Coating Layer

Wear Layer 0.5 mm
Hi-Res Print Layer
Glass Fibre Layer
Built-in Acoustic Underlay
Balance Layer
Non-slip Backing

Using the highest quality materials and
prefabricated under the best manufacturing
conditions and trade practices in Korea, the new
innovative Acoustic LuxFeel features a 2mm
Acoustic Underlay which is factory dual bonded to
a 3mm LuxFeel plank.
The Anti Bacterial Nano Silver Coating makes
Acoustic Flooring a safe, warm and cozy ﬂooring
option for every family member or pet. Perfect for
any residential or commercial project, like
healthcare and education.
Our super resilient PU coating provides ease of
maintenance and care.

The 0.5mm wear layer is class leading and
commercially rated.
The High Resolution print layer provides a natural
timber look to every plank. The Glass ﬁbre layer
has a dimensional stability function - preventing
the plank from expanding and contracting.
The balance layer provides additional dimensional
stability; key to a high quality loose lay plank.
The 2mm acoustic layer is made of a high grade
PVC foam composite with exceptional acoustic
properties, reducing noise pollution.
Finally, the non-slip backing in combination with
a lightly coated PS substrate prevents lateral
movement of planks.

How To
There is no need for additional
materials and extra labour with the
2-in-1 Acoustic LuxFeel planks, saving
you valuable time and money through
speed of installation.
All you need is a clean, smooth
substrate and a simple
environmentally friendly Water Based
Pressure Sensitive tack-oﬀ adhesive
system for speed of installation.
Savings
no need for extra materials and labour
no extra trades involved
your time

Environmentally
Friendly PS-Glue
Acoustic LuxFeel

200mm Concrete Substrate
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Certification –

For Both Multilevel Buildings and
Ground Floor/Low Set Dwellings

Test: continuously
hitting the ﬂoor with
a hammer

Test Result: A
peaceful 58dB noise
pressure level

Perfect for ground ﬂoor
properties, reducing
ambient impact sound
within a room, like
footsteps, along with
signiﬁcantly lowering
the impact on your
body, due to the
LuxFeel cushioning
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No acoustic ceiling panel
No acoustic ceiling airlock
62dB minimum requirement by the
Building Code of Australia.

200mm
concrete slab

The test has been made on a 200mm concrete slab,
measuring a hammer continuously hitting the acoustic
LuxFeel planks and achieving a peaceful 58dB impact
sound result recorded on the ﬂoor below the test.
Our test result is 58dB successful pass by a massive 4dB
The lower the number the better!

Acoustic LuxFeel installed
directly to a 200mm slab

Our Acoustic LuxFeel has been tested on a 200mm concrete slab, with no additional acoustic ceiling
panels or acoustic airlock, in a new high rise building on the Gold Coast, tested by Palmer Acoustics
using sound level measuring equipment, in conformance with ISO 140/7.
The test result conclusively met and exceeded all requirements by a 4dB reduction, being under the
stated Building Code of Australia minimum of under 62dB.
Weighted Standardised impact sound pressure level is a weighted room noise level and the lower the
number, the better the performance.
Please note, that a 3 point reduction reduces the impact sound energy by half.
* Please see our terms and conditions on page 15. Full test result available upon request.
Acoustic LuxFeel not only lowers the impact sound transmitted through the concrete to the ﬂoor
below, but it also lowers the impact ambient sound within a room.
Acoustic LuxFeel has Sound Absorbing properties, helping to reduce impact ambient noise within a
room, like from footsteps.
The Impact Ambient Noise refers to the noise created within a room, by an impact on the ﬂooring
itself, such as footsteps, children running, or dropping cutlery on the ﬂoor. This does not refer to
background noise, such as music or loud TV.
Impact sound transmitted through the concrete to the ﬂoor below, is the noise created on the ﬂoor of
an elevated living space, such as footsteps, walking on high heels, kids playing, etc. This sound can be
obtrusive, especially where there are hard ﬂoors installed such as tiles, hardwood timber, bamboo or
laminate. By soundprooﬁng your ﬂoors with Acoustic Flooring, the sound waves are absorbed by the
2mm Acoustic underlay and this reduces the impact sound heard in the unit below.
Acoustic LuxFeel Flooring ticks all the boxes for High Rises, Oﬃces, Multi-storey Homes, or
Commercial Projects due to its white visible 2mm Acoustic Underlay, exceeding the Australian BCA
standard requirements for impact sound reduction.
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LuxFeel

Acoustic LuxFeel ﬂooring delivers the ultimate in comfort, through
our unique acoustic cushion underlay. Combined with helping to
deliver impact reductions of all kinds:
1. The impact on your body for a more comfortable environment,
2. Reducing ambient impact sound within a room, like footsteps,
for more peaceful living.
3. Impact noise ﬂoor insulation for elevated living spaces,
delivering certiﬁed acoustic reductions.
www.acoustic-ﬂooring.com.au

15 year
Commercial
Warranty
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25 year
Residential
Warranty

Features
100% Waterproof
Acoustic LuxFeel planks are waterproof

Nano Silver Coating
The Anti-bacterial Nano Silver Coating makes Acoustic LuxFeel a safe, warm
and cozy ﬂooring option for every family member or pet. Perfect for any
residential or commercial project such as healthcare and education.

Visible Built-In Acoustic Underlay
Acoustic LuxFeel Flooring is perfect for High Rises, Oﬃces, Multi-storey Homes, or
Commercial Projects featuring a white visible built-in underlay that exceeds the
Australian ISO standard requirements for impact sound insulation.

Reduced Ambient Sound
Perfect for ground ﬂoor properties, reducing ambient impact sound within a
room, like from footsteps.

LuxFeel Cushioning

LuxFeel

Acoustic LuxFeel is not only warm underfoot, but also helps lower the impact on
your body for a much more comfortable living environment.
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Easy to Keep Clean
Requires minimal time and eﬀort to keep in good condition.

Resilient Flooring
Flooring that won’t chip or split, made to last.

Eco-friendly and 100% Recyclable
The Acoustic LuxFeel planks are entirely recyclable.

Easy to replace
All you need is a Utility Knife and 30 seconds to replace one of the planks in the
unlikely event of it being damaged or scratched.

Fast and Simple Installation
Your ﬂoor will be installed in no time – with minimal ﬂoor preparation and
requiring only a thin coat of Water Based Pressure Sensitive Adhesive.
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Collection
Vintage Series “Inspired by the timeless classics”
Vintage Almond - Stocked in Australia

1.

Vintage Rose - Indent Range

5.

Vintage Espresso - Indent Range
3.

Oak Series “Contemporary elegant oak tones”
Silky Oak - Stocked in Australia

4.

Ivory Oak - Indent Range

5.

Lime Washed Oak - Stocked in Australia

6.
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Natural Series “Authentic wood look tones”
Natural Spotted Gum - Stocked in Australia

7.

Natural Cedar - Stocked in Australia

8.

Natural Chestnut - Indent Range

9.

Natural Walnut - Stocked in Australia

10.

Natural Oak - Stocked in Australia

11.

Modern Grey – “One of the latest trends”
Mossman Grey - Indent Range

6.

Colour appearance can vary from the the printed image to the real life ﬂooring, so please ask for a sample from your retailer.
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Case Study
Aria Broadbeach

Aria - Luxury Broadbeach Holiday Accommodation
Aria is one of the Gold Coast's iconic holiday resorts, oﬀering
luxury, comfort and convenience in spacious, fully selfcontained apartments. This stunning 25 level high rise
combines luxurious Gold Coast holiday accommodation with
the convenience of a central Broadbeach location.

Product
Acoustic LuxFeel
Colour
Silky Oak
Application
Rental/Holiday Accommodation
Address
Broadbeach, Gold Coast, Australia

“We are very happy with the end result at
our luxury apartment in the Aria Building.
We were after a luxury elegant ﬂooring
option with an acoustic quality. We found
all this in the Silky Oak from Acoustic
Flooring and we are recommending it to
our other property owners too”
www.eliteholidayhomes.com.au
www.acoustic-ﬂooring.com.au

Case Study
Mantra Legends Hotel

Mantra Legends Hotel Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast.
With it’s central Gold Coast location, Mantra Legends
Hotel oﬀers contemporary rooms and suites, only a
short walk from Surfers Paradise.

Product
Acoustic LuxFeel
Colour
Silky Oak
Application
Rental/Holiday Accommodation
Address
Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast, Australia

“As a diligent investor, when it comes to maintaining or renovating our investments we look
for the industry leaders in the products and services we utilise. In return, we achieve state of
the art results in aesthetics, durability, acoustics and return on investment. I have no
worries in recommending Acoustic Flooring and will be utilising them again in the future”
Danny & Christine
www.acoustic-ﬂooring.com.au

The Old Way vs The New Way
The Old Way
Additional
painting may be
needed to the
skirting boards.

Specialist recommended
grouting between tiles.
Additional
painting may be
needed to the
skirting boards.

Tile/Ceramic
Acoustic
Rubber
Underlay

Timber Flooring
New skirting
boards
required

Acoustic
Rubber
Underlay

New skirting
boards
required

Specialist Notch
Trowelled Glue

Specialist Notch
Trowelled Timber Glue
Specialist Notch
Trowelled Glue

200mm Concrete Substrate

Specialist Notch
Trowelled Timber Glue

200mm Concrete Substrate

When installing tiles or timber ﬂooring you need a separate acoustic underlay installed under your ﬂoors
on the concrete slab. The underlay is glued to the slab and then the tile/timber ﬂooring is glued again on
top of the underlay. There is also a need for an expansion gap to be left between the timber ﬂoor and the
wall to allow for any contraction and expansion of the timber. This needs to be covered up by installing a
skirting board between the ﬂooring and the wall.
This makes your ﬂooring need 5 steps to install: glue, underlay, glue, ﬂooring and skirting boards.

The New Way

There is no need for additional materials and
extra labour with the 2-in-1 Acoustic LuxFeel
planks, saving you valuable time and money
through speed of installation.
All you need is a clean, smooth substrate and
a simple environmentally friendly PS tack-oﬀ
adhesive system for speed of installation.

Acoustic Flooring
Environmentally
Friendly PS-Glue

Savings
no need for extra materials and labour
no extra trades involved
your time
money
200mm Concrete Substrate
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The Old Way - New Buildings

With acoustic panels
Other ﬂooring options
(timber, tiles)

Acoustic Ceiling Panel

Concrete Slab

When installing tiles, timber or laminate in a multi-storey building or commercial
application, it is recommended to install an acoustic ceiling panel under the
concrete slab to absorb the noise travelling from upstairs to downstairs.

Without the need for acoustic panels

No need for acoustic panels

Acoustic Flooring

Built-in acoustic layer

Concrete Slab

With the 2-in-1 Acoustic LuxFeel – there is no need for an additional ceiling panel, as
the ﬂooring has been tried and tested and passes all the ticks and requirements on its
own, saving the additional cost, time and material for installing an additional ceiling
panel.
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Technical Terms Explained
Acoustic Test – Acoustic impact noise reduction EN ISO 717/2
Any ﬂooring system that has impact sound reduction qualities, has the eﬀect of
lowering the impact sound in nearby rooms or lower ﬂoor level rooms. The Acoustic
LuxFeel from Acoustic Flooring, features a 2mm Acoustic Underlay that reduces the
impact sound.
Acoustic LuxFeel has performed an impact sound reduction test in Australia in a
new high rise development, on a 200mm concrete slab. The ﬂooring was secured
with a Water Based Pressure Sensitive Adhesive to the 200mm concrete slab and
was performed in conformance with ISO 140/7 “Field measurement of impact sound
insulation of ﬂoors.”
The levels of the ambient sound were measured before and after the testing with
the result of a 58dB impact sound reduction, which surpasses the Australian
Building Code requirements of “under 62dB”.

Abrasion Group
This is used to test the abrasive resistance of solid materials such as metals,
composites, ceramics, and thick coatings. This test determines the wear and tear
and durability of the ﬂooring, by placing it under classiﬁcation groups from T to F.
Acoustic LuxFeel satisﬁes the requirements for class T according to EN660-2, which
is the highest abrasion group.

Dimension change & stability
The dimension of change and stability according to EN 434 is any change in a
material’s original dimension as a result of exposure to variable weather conditions heat or cold, while being used for its purpose. A low dimensional change in a ﬂooring
will prevent gaps from occurring, and this is tested under ISO 23999.
Acoustic LuxFeel passes the ability for the plank to maintain its shape during its
lifetime wear in variable weather conditions.

Usage Category Ratings

33

Suitable for use in Class 23 heavy duty domestic and Class 33 heavy duty
commercial areas.

23
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Slip resistance
The Wet Pendulum test determines the slip class rating of ﬂooring under a wide
range of conditions.
The Australian requirements are currently, worldwide, the best standards for
pedestrian wet slip resistance. The Acoustic LuxFeel planks have a R10 slip rating –
which means they are suitable for most commercial applications, except for a
commercial kitchen. They pass the latest Australian slip test standard - AS4586-2013.
Acoustic LuxFeel has a P4 test result – it is in class W, which means the risk of
slipping when wet is low.

Resistance to Chemical and Stain
The resistance to chemicals and stains can be determined by the ISO 26987
standard, and describes the evaluation of materials exposed to diﬀerent chemicals.
The clearer the residue is seen, the higher the numerical value of the category.
Acoustic LuxFeel has a great resistance to a number of chemicals or stains, passing
the Standards EN 423 and ASTM F-925.
Please note Acoustic LuxFeel is not resistant to acid solutions or other harsh
chemicals.

Colour Fastness to Light
Acoustic LuxFeel passes the measurement of ISO 105-2 comparing the rate of fade
against a scale of 1-8, respectively indicating weak resistance to fading (1) to strong
resistance to fading (8), Acoustic LuxFeel is classiﬁed as above grade 6.

Fire rating
The speciﬁcations under the Australian Standard ISO 9239.1-2003 determine the
requirements in relation to the ﬁre hazard of ﬂoor coverings. The test determines the
reaction to ﬁre and burning behavior when the ﬂoor covering is exposed to a radiant
heat source.
This is used to determine the Critical Heat/Radiant Flux (CHF) value, the smoke value
and blistering.
The Critical Heat Flux result for Acoustic LuxFeel is 7.0kW/m². The higher the better
value, and it must not be less than approximately 4.5 kW/m² depending on the
building class.
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Warranties
25 year
Residential
Warranty

15 year
Commercial
Warranty

* Please refer to our Full Terms and Conditions

Acoustic Flooring
Contact Information
1300 374 385
info@aﬂooring.com.au
acoustic-ﬂooring.com.au
ABN: 974 296 342 83
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PVC heterogeneous ﬂooring

Total thickness

EN649

5.0mm

Thickness of wear layer

EN428

0.5mm

Peeling strength of layer

EN431

Pass

Weight (+ 50 gr/m2)

EN430

8.2kg/m2

Size / Packaging

EN427

178 x 1220mm
10 planks/box

ISO717-2 1996
ISO 140/7
ASTM E989 - 1989

Pass

EN434

Pass

ISO 105 B02

> Grade 6

Static indentation

EN 433

Pass

Flexibility

EN 435

Pass

EN 660-2

Class T

EN 425

Pass

LnTw
Impact Sound Reduction
Dimension stability
Colour fastness to light

Abrasion Resistance
Castor chair resistance

Usage category Ratings
Resistance to
chemicals & stains
Electrostatic properties

EN 685

Class 23 Heavy
Duty Domestic
Class 33 Heavy
Duty Commercial

EN 423

Pass

EN 1815

<2kv

Surface treatment

PUR

Embossing

Hand Scraped

Fire Rating
Slip Resistance

AS/ISO
9239.1-2003

7.0kW/m2

AS 4586

P4
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25 year
Residential
Warranty

15 year
Commercial
Warranty

1300 374 385
info@aﬂooring.com.au
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Proudly Australian Owned

